Route by Road One Mans Journey Through India
Sajit Sudhakarans extraordinary feat of attempting to cover India by road starting from the southern tip of
Rameshwaram and finishing at the north Indian city of Jammu will be covered live on his well designed
website Route by Road.
Online PR News â€“ 02-November-2012 â€“ Bangalore, India On the twenty seventh of October, Sajit
Sudhakaran will be embarking on a solo cross country road trip around India. The journey will cover ten
thousand kilometers across fifteen states, the Thar Desert and various pre-historic sites in India. He will be
doing a live telecast of the trip using the Bambuser Application, which has been installed on his Intel powered
XOLO X900 Smartphone, at key points during the journey. The live telecast of the India road trip can be seen
on his website. Sajit will be travelling alone with only his Ford Figo Hatchback, the Intel powered Ultrabook
and the Smartphone for company.
Â
The website contains complete details about his endeavor including the India road map, trip statistics, live
video coverage and his trip posts. One can also follow his journey on Google maps. The route that he will be
following has been given on a map and has been marked out in purple. All the key stopping points on the
journey have been pointed out alphabetically with a green marker.
Â
Through this expedition Sajit would be proving just how easy it is to travel India by road. He will start driving
his Ford Figo from Bangalore and take it down to Rameshwaram, which is at the southern tip of Tamil Nadu.
From there he will follow a straight line north along Indias west coast, starting with the states of Kerala and
Karnataka and continue onwards through Maharashtra, Gujarat and Rajasthan. This trip will finally culminate
in the north Indian city of Jammu. Then he will make his way back through the states of Punjab, Haryana and
Delhi, crossing through the heart of central India and the city of Nagpur. Finally, if everything goes according
to plan, he will be back in Bangalore on the twenty ninth of November.
Â
Even in this day and age of expressways and highway malls, it is still an extraordinary endeavor for an
individual to undertake all by himself. It is also a privilege for the general public to be able to witness this feat,
live on camera. Once Sajit has started his epic adventure, the eyes of his well-wishers would no doubt be
glued to http://routebyroad.com.
Â
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